Business processes and people rely on multiple systems to store important data and perform work, typically requiring manual steps and human intervention to bridge the gap. Automate business processes with efficiency and accuracy using workflows that trigger actions and share data across platforms.

Bridge by Smartsheet connects those systems using a no-code interface and automates routine tasks, so that your team can move faster, drive innovation, and achieve more.

Eliminate repetitive, manual business processes, so that you can deliver quality work faster.

Provide actionable insights on business health by connecting your systems of records to the right processes.

Solve the complex challenges unique to your business with advanced workflows built through a no-code interface.
We were able to take our implementation team’s automated emails outside of Salesforce and move into Bridge through the use of an API with SendGrid. This has saved us time and allowed us to accelerate process improvements and process changes, by eliminating the need to go through our Salesforce Administrator and various approval stages. As a result, we can continue to scale and optimize our team’s workflow.

- Rachel Schiele, Director, Professional Services & Customer Success at Motus